Abstract. Neural correlate of major depressive disorder (MDD) and control of addition under emotional stimulus is still unclear. Addition under positive emotional stimulus (AP) and addition under negative emotional stimulus (AN) are two typical different cognitive processing, and with a common core component of rule induction. Previous studies have demonstrated that different processing is adopted in AP and AN completion tasks; even the underlying rules are identical. In the present study, we examined cortical activation as a function of two different machining processing for solving addition calculation under different emotional completion tasks. In AP completion tasks, involves direct retrieving of arithmetic knowledge to get the relations between items. In AN completion tasks, requires counting a certain number of times to detect the relations linking two items. The two processes require essentially the equivalent cognitive processes, but they have different working memory demands. In AN completion tasks produced significant greater activity involved in memory retrieval (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, DLPFC) and mental representation/maintenance (posterior parietal cortex, PPC). An ACT-R model of the tasks successfully predicted the behavioral performance and BOLD response. The present findings positive emotional stimulus has promoting effect on addition cognitive calculate. Negative emotional stimulus has inhibiting effect on addition cognitive calculate.
Introduction
 Major depressive disorder (MDD) [1] [2] is a significant and lasting low mood as the main mark, and with lower self-esteem, lack of pleasure and a series of symptoms of affective disorders [3] . It has the characteristics of chronic deferment, high incidence and easy recurrence, the suicide rate and high morbidity, work, study and daily life of the patients with many aspects, such as, interpersonal communication has a serious negative emotion [4] . Over the past 20 years, the development of neuroimaging provides a new train of thought to explore the neural mechanism of brain, which has become the indispensable important tool of disease physiological basis [5] [6] . Through the comparative analysis of the normal people and MDD can be found, it may provide indicators for the diagnosis of the disease to reveal the development rule of disease, provide the basis for relevant treatment in the future. Researchers believe that these brain regions in the process of emotional and cognitive form regulation loop [7] [8] [9] . Researchers assumed that the structure and function of patients with depression anomalies mainly related to emotion recognition loop [10] . Depression of the frontal cortex, knee cortical volume decreases [11] [12] . Task state fMRI experiments study found that patients with depression and emotional, cognitive processing part of the brain associated with memory function impairment [13] [14] . Researchers found that MDD of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) has the abnormal activation of significant in cognitive processing, and were positively associated with the degree of cognitive load [15] . Relevant research shows that negative emotional stimulus has attention retention for cognitive task [16] [17] [18] . Digital computing is one of the basic human brain cognitive functions [19] . Simple arithmetic natural mating, the simplest and most commonly used and has some related [20] . Dehaene and Rivera1 believes that a simple single digits addition and multiplication events (additive formula, my multiplication) in the process of calculating extraction depend on the participation of the basal ganglia [21] . Division operation and carry and abdication of addition and subtraction are complex, there have been many studies about digital cognition theory and experimental psychology, neuroimaging that a particular area of the brain with different digital processing function. The PFC and PPC are considered to be one of the most important areas [22] . This study is to choose a non-carry addition calculation equation under different emotional picture stimuli as the experimental paradigm, in order to studying the effect of different emotional stimuli to addition calculation, the positive, neutral, negative emotional stimuli pictures appear before an addition equation present. Experimental design is shown in figure 1 , the participants only need to judge the two digits addition equation right and wrong under the emotional stimulus pictures if the result is right to press the left key, or else press right key.
ACT -R can simulate the behavior process and the characteristics of the brain functional areas in the process of physiological activity, can predict fine granularity time information processing (e.g., 0.2 s) and the active model of ROI [23] . The shortcoming of fMRI technology is can't link brain activity with specific information processing, the shortage of the ACT-R simulation is unable to confirm the rationality of the forecast results, [24] . John Anderson, Yinlin Qin et al study on Hanoi tower, solution of the equation, geometric proof et al. In their study, eight brain regions corresponding to different cognitive component, the parietal lobes activities reflect the state of problem space representation, left prefrontal activities reflect the declarative memory retrieval, basal ganglia activities reflect to extract the production rule, the area before the cingulate activities reflect the target status updates, etc. the BOLD effect of these areas has a high degree of consistency in different experiments. Research results have been integrated into the ACT -R cognitive system, make the ACT -R can effectively forecast the BOLD response of these regions [21] [22] [23] . In this paper, adopt non-carry addition calculation under different emotional stimulus for experimental paradigm, using ACT-R meets fMRI to study the noncarry addition calculation under the different emotional pictures. According to the function of the eight ACT -R modules and synergy work principle, because of ACT -R without emotion module by adjusting the length of time to indirect reaction the degree of emotional impact on cognitive computing. Experimental results based on the questionnaire survey and the behavior hypothesis model to establish the hypothesis model, model and simulate the cognitive process of the addition calculation under different emotional pictures stimulus, the experimental results verify the validity of the behavior experiment data
Materials and Methods

Subjects
MDD: 23 (male:15 female:8) average aged (32.76± 2.48), average education (10.37±1.62) subjects were in depressive episodes come from Anding Hospital, Capital Medical University, accord with Chinese classification and diagnostic criteria by mental disorders in version 3 (CCMD -3), ruled out with organic mental disorder or mental active substance and the addiction caused by depression, serious body disease, severe side effects of psychotropic drugs, alcohol and substance abuse.
Control: From the same region, according to the group of the patient's gender, age, level of education, such as indicators, workers and their families in Beijing university of technology, such as student volunteers in matching selection, selection of standard is: without mental illness, neurological diseases, serious body disease history and voluntary cooperation. 23subjects (male:15 female:8), average aged (31.72±2.63), average education (9.88±1.58), as shown in Tab.1.
In the two groups had no age (t = 0. 41, P = 0. 59), level of education (t = 0. 03, P = 0. 76) had no significant differences. 
Stimuli and Experimental Design
An experimental procedure compiled and run in Eprime 2.0 (Psychological Software Tools, Inc., Sharpsburg, PA, USA). The stimulate content is presented to subjects by MRI machine by vision systems, subjects may react by button box. The reaction time and accuracy is recorded automatically by program. Before formal experiment, using unified sequence of instructions and practice to train participants to ensure that the participants understand the experiment content and operation method. 
MR Data Acquisition
Scanning was performed on a 3.0 T MRI system (Siemens Trio Tim; Siemens Medical System, Erlangen, Germany) with a 12-channel phased array head coil. Foam paddings and headphones were used to limit head motion and reduce scanning noise. Structural images were obtained by using a three-dimensional magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo 
Data Preprocessing
Data were analyzed using SPM8 software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk). The first four images for each session were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects. The remaining fMRI images were first corrected for within-scan acquisition time differences between slices and then realigned to the first volume to correct for inter-scan head motions (Head movement was b 2 mm and b 2° in all cases). The structural image was coregistered to the mean functional image created from the realigned images using a linear transformation. The transformed structural images were then segmented into gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) by using a unified segmentation algorithm. The realigned functional volumes were spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space and re-sampled to 3 mm isotropic voxels using the normalization parameters estimated during unified segmentation. The registration of the functional data to the template was checked for each individual subject. Subsequently, the functional images were spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 × 8 × 8 mm3 full width at half maximum (FWHM) to decrease spatial noise.
fMRI Analysis
Only the correct response trials were included in data analysis (wrong response trials and interferential trials were not included). The epoch of interest is the duration between the presentations of the first equation to the first button response. The BOLD [21] signal was modeled using the canonical HRF with time derivative and the RT as duration trial by trial. Condition effects at each voxel were estimated according to the general linear model and regionally specific effects were compared using linear contrasts. Each contrast produced a statistical parametric map of the t-statistic, which was subsequently transformed to a unit normal z-distribution. The contrast images of each subject were then used in random effect analysis to determine what regions were the most consistently activated across subjects using a one sample t-test. For confirmatory analysis, region of interest (ROI) analyses focused on two predefined functional regions in ACT-R, LPFC (TAL., − 43, 23, 24) and PPC (TAL., − 23, − 63, 40) [25] [26] [27] .
The statistical results were based on the beta-values (of general linear model implemented in SPM8) averaged within the two ROIs. In order to relate our results to previous studies, we reported the contrast associated with two simple main effects of Task (CP-CN) and (MP-MN), but are primarily interested in the activations common to both strategies [(CP-CN) and (MP-MN)]. The common activation map was achieved by the following two steps: The map of (CP-CN) was first outputted as a mask, and then (MP-MN) was examined within the mask.
The Task by Content interaction comparisons [(CP-CN)-(MP-MN)] and [(MP-MN)-(CP-CN)])
were also executed to reveal the areas specific to each strategy. The activation reported survived a voxel-level intensity threshold of p=0.05 corrected for false discovery rate (FDR) for the whole brain volume with a minimum cluster size of 10 contiguous voxels.
ACT-R Modeling
Having now reviewed the result of the experiment, we come to the question whether we can understand them in the framework of the ACT-R theory.
The model we constructed primarily depends on the visual module to perceive the stimuli, the manual module to respond, the retrieval module to retrieve a fact from memory, and the imaginal module to encode and update its stored representation. Communication among these modules is achieved through a procedural module. For example, the following might be a production rule for producing of the addition under neural emotional stimulus of control:
IF the goal is to solve the addition calculation problem and the problem is of the form "Number1 Number2 Number3" and "Number1 + Number2 = Number3" has been retrieved THEN the answer of the problem is Number3.
As the fronto-parietal network plays an important role in additional calculate process, the retrieval and imaginal module are of special interest in the present study. In the following, we would illustrate the prediction of BOLD responses in the two modules. Fig.2 and Fig.3 illustrates the sequences of activities in the four relevant buffers of ACT-R, by taking addition ("23+35=58") under different emotional stimulus of control and addition ("23+35=58") under different emotional stimulus of MDD as examples. Each box reflects a period of time during which that buffer is active, and the vertical length of the box reflects the duration that the buffer is active. With the processes in Fig.2 and Fig.3 and their durations set, we will test whether the BOLD responses in the fronto-parietal regions can be predicted. 
Results
Behavioral Performances
We carried out analyses of variance for two factors: Content (number vs. letter) and Task (induction vs. baseline) on both RT and accuracy. Behavioral scores indicated that subjects performed the task in the expected manner (Tab.3). 
Results of ACT-R Modeling
The fit of the predictions of the model to the RT and ACC data are presented in Fig.7 . The parameters were estimated to fit the behavioral data: a factor that scaled the time to retrieve a declarative memory fact (0.4 s) and the time to modify the contents of the imaginal module (i.e., 0.2 s). We fixed α to be 2 and s to be 2 s. Once the timings of buffer actions are all set, we can predict the BOLD functions by estimating the magnitude parameter m from the BOLD response in each brain region [22] [23] [24] . The estimates of these parameters and measurement of the quality of the prediction are given in Tab.4 and Tab.5. Fig.8 and Fig.9 displays percent change of BOLD response (relative to the baseline defined by the average BOLD response of the first two scans and the last two scans), along with the prediction of the ACT-R model to be presented. Correlation(r) 96 93 *This is a more meaningful measure because the height of the function is determined by the exponent as well as M. 
Conclusion
MDD emotional active areas and cognitive function areas may have damage [9] . So reaction time of control for addition in the same emotional stimuli is shorter than MDD, at the same have higher accuracy; it has a retention phenomenon due to the negative sentiment [13] [14] [15] . So in the same group, reaction time for addition under positive emotional stimuli is shorter than negative emotions, and the accuracy is higher. The ACT-R model and simulation results for addition under different emotional stimuli verify the hypothesis.
